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This invention relates to an improved thermo 
statically actuated switch mechanism for con 
trolling electrical circuits, having particular ref 
erence to that type of switch mechanism embody. 
ing deflectable bimetallic elements which alter 
in position in response to varying surrounding 
temperatures. 

It is an object of the present invention to pro 
vide a thermostatic switch wherein is embodied a casing having an axially disposed support 
adapted for the reception of one end of a spiral 
bimetallic coil, the outer or deflectable end of 
the coil being connected with a flexible reed 
member carrying spaced contacts, the latter be 
ing disposed for registration with complemental 
contacts supported by the casing, the arrange 
ment being such that as the coil responds to 
variations in temperature, the contacts of the 
flexible reed member are progressively brought 
into or out of engagement with the casing car 
red contacts to effect the opening or closing of 
asSociated electrical circuits. 

It is another object of the invention to provide 
a circuit-controlling system in which a pair of 
correlated Switch units of the character set forth 
are provided, the two units being disposed in 
zones in which different temperature conditions 
usually prevail, and, wherein the bimetallic coil 
of one unit deflects in responding to temperature 
variations in a manner opposite to that of the 
coil in the other unit, the complemental casing 
carried contacts of the two units being electri 
cally united, so that when the reed member con 
tacts of both units are in engagement with com 
plemental casing carried contacts, an electrical 
circuit containing said units and associated 
equipment is closed or energized. 
While the thermostatic switch apparatus com 

prising the present invention may be employed 
in many different capacities, one of its uses is 
that of controlling the operation of the motors 
of ventilating fans, particularly the so-called 
attic type of fan now widely used in ventilating 
residential buildings. 
At present, it is customary to control the motor 
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of such a ventilating fan by means of a manual 
switch or through a clock operated switch. A 
unique problem is involved in effecting proper 
control of an attic fan because of the fact that 
its function is different from any other cooling 
device, since, for most effective operation, it must 
rely on drawing cool air from the outside into 
the house after there has been a drop in the out 
side temperature, such as usually occurs at night. 

Obviously, the fan should be run only when 
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the house is too warm for comfort and then only 
if the outside temperature is lower than that in 
side the house. 
conditions occur under different weather condi 
tions at different times of the day and night, 
which makes the use of a time or clock-controlled 
Switch generally unsatisfactory and, of course, 
the manual switch, like any other hand control 
requires an understanding operator to obtain cor 
rect operation as well as the continued presence 
of the operator. 
In its adaptation to attic fan control, the pres 

ent invention employs two similar but novel ther 
mostatic switch units which operate in conjunc 
tion with each other, one of the switch units 
being placed in an outdoor location and the other 
Within the house containing the fan, the units be 
ing of such construction that when the outdoor 
temperature falls below that prevailing within 
the house, the motor circuit of the fan is con 
pleted. When the indoor and Outdoor tempera 
tures are substantially equivalent, the motor cir 
cuit will be opened, and if the indoor tempera 
ture rises above that prevailing out of doors, the 
motor circuit will likewise be completed. By this 
arrangement, the fan operates whenever such 
operation is advantageous, and, conversely, re 
mains inactive when no need exists for its op 
eration. 
A further understanding of the invention may 

be obtained by referring to the following descrip 
tion and the accompanying drawing, wherein: 

Fig. 1 is a diagrammatic view, partly in sec 
tion, of the thernostatic switch apparatus com 
prising the present invention; 

Fig. 2 is a transverse Sectional view taken on 
the plane indicated by the line II-II of Fig. 1. 

Referring more particularly to the drawing, 
there is disclosed at A a thermostatic switch unit 
adapted to be located outside the house in a pro 
tected position, Said unit consisting of a circular 
casing 5 formed from insulating material and 
having a back Wall 6, an annular side wall and 
a removable front wall 8, the latter being pro 
vided with one or more openings for the ventila 
tion of the interior of the casing. 
Mounted axially within the casing 5 is a sup 

porting post 9, the end portions of the post be 
ing rotatably received within bearing-affording 
openings formed in the back and front walls 6 
and 8, respectively. Secured to the post 9 is one 
end of a spiral bimetallic coil , the latter hav 
ing its high expanding metal on the outside of 
the spiral, so that the coil unwinds as it cools. 
The outer or deflecting end of the coll has fas 

It is further obvious that these 
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tened thereto, by means of a block and a rivet 
2, one end of a flexible spring steel reed 3, the 
opposite end of said reed being connected by 
means of a rivet and insulating block 4 with 
the inner surface of the annular casing wall T. 
The reed carries at spaced intervals a plurality 
of contacts indicated at 5a, 5b, c, d and 
Se which are movable with the reed in response 

to temperature induced deflection of the coil 0. 
Disposed in registration with the contacts a 

to Se, inclusive, is a series of casing carried Con 
tacts designated at 6a, 6b, 6c, d and tie 
which, in this instance, comprise adjustable 
screws threaded into openings formed at inter 
was in the annular wall 7. The inner ends of 
the contacts a to Be, inclusive, are positioned 
so that they may be progressively engaged or dis 
engaged by the reed contacts a to lie as un 
winding or winding movement is imparted to 
the coil to as a result of temperature varia 
tions. The operating range of the thermostat 
may be varied by connecting with one end of 
the post 9 a manually movable indicator hand 
7. The pointer, at the outer end of this hand, is 
movable over a graduated surface 8 provided 
at one side of the front wall 8 contiguous to its 
peripheral edge. 
A complemental thermostatic switch unit B is 

used in connection with the unit A but occupies 
an indoor location. The construction of the unit 
B is the same as that of the unit A, with the ex 
ception that its spiral thermostatic coil lob has 
its high-expanding metal on the inside of the coil, 
so that the latter unwinds as it warms. Also, 
the graduations and markings 8b of the unit B 
are reversed in Order with respect to the gradua 
tions and markings 8a of the unit A. 
The reed 3b of the unit B also carries spaced 
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carried thereby are connected through the fan 2 
with the source of power so that whenever any of 
the contacts of the reed 8 is connected to a con 
tact of the reed b, the fan circuit will be con 
pleted. - 

As shown in the drawing, the screw contacts 
lic, d and lie are in engagement with the cons 
tacts of the reed , and the contacts a and b 
are out of engagement with their respective reed 
contacts a and b. However, the fan circuit is 
incomplete since the contacts 2c, 2d and 2 de 
are out of engagement with their respective reed 
contacts. 
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This condition would be typical of an ordinary 
evening just before operation of the fans should 
start, with both outside and inside temperatures 
about 80 F. As the outside temperature con 
tinues to fall, the thermostatic unit. A will close 
the contacts b and b, which will complete 
the circuit through conductor 22b, contacts 2b 
and 2 lb to the source of current supply, starting 
the fan. As the fan operates, cool air from the 
Outside will cool the house slowly and the inside 
thermostatic unit, in response to such a tempera 
ture drop, will respond to break the circuit 
through contacts 2b and 2 fib. This will stop 
the fan unless a continued drop in outside tem 
perature results in cooling the thernostatic unit 
A to such an extent that engagement is effected 

30 between the contacts fia and dia. 
Under these circumstances, the fan would con 

tinue to operate through contacts 20a and 2 a. 
of the unit B, such operation being sustained 
until a further drop in house temperature flexes 

35 the coil lob and moves its associated reed fib to 

stationary contacts 20a, 20b, 20c, 20d and 20e 
which are adapted for successive and progres 
sive engagement or disengagement with the inner 
ends of stationary but adjustable contacts 2a, 
2b, 2 C, 2d and 2e carried by the annular Wall 
of the casing. 
The contacts 6a and 2a of the units A and B 

are united by a conductor 22d.; the contact 6b 
is united with the contact 2b by a conductor 
22b; the contact c with the contact 2c by a 
conductor 22c.; the contact 6d. with the contact 
2d by a conductor 22d.; and the contact t e is 
electrically united with the contact 2e by a con 
ductor 22e. In this instance, the post 9 of the 
unit A is united by a conductor 2 with the elec 
tric motor 24 of a ventilating fan 25, the latter 
being shown as mounted in an opening 26 ex 
tending through an attic flooring, whereby when 
the fan is in operation, vitiated air may be with 
drawn from the lower floors of a building and dis 
charged to the atmosphere through the opening 
26 and other associated vents (not shown). A 
conductor 2 extends from the motor 24 to a 
Source of electrical energy 28, such as a commer 
cial house circuit, while another conductor 29 ex 
tends from the source 28 to the post 9b of the 
unit B. 
In the operation of the apparatus, it will be 

noted that the inside thermostatic unit B has its 
bimetallic coll Ob wound with the high-expand 
ing metal on the inside of the coil, hence, the 
coil. Ob unwinds as the ambient temperature in 
creases, thereby causing the reed contacts 20a to 
20e, inclusive, to engage in consecutive and pro 
gressive order the casing contacts 22a to 22e, in 
clusive. It will also be noted that the flexible 
reed in each thernostatic unit and the contacts 

break engagement between the contacts 20 and 
2a. This minimum temperature may be selected 
by setting the pointer of the indicator b to 
any desirable temperature, for example 75 F, 

40 so that the fan would remain idle until the next 
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day, when a rise in temperature would reestab 
lish the contacts 200, 2a, 2b and 2 b, 20c and 
2c, 20d and 2d and 20e and 2e in their order, 
depending on how warm the day, developed to 
be. 
The fan, however, would not start because the 

thermostatic unit A, being outside, would Warm 
more quickly than the inside unit B, and to break 
the correspondingly connected contacts compris 
ing the groups indicated at 5 and 6 in the same 
Order and attemperatures selectable by the ad 
justment of the hand 7. However, a sudden 
cooling of the outside, such as the result of a 
thunder shower, Would reestablish the contacts 
a to Be, inclusive, so that the operation of the 

fan would start as Soon as the outside tempera 
ture fell below the house temperature, regardless 
of the time of day, but providing the inside ten 
perature was above 75 F. or other selected ten 
perature. 

Consideration of the above will disclose that 
my improved thermostatic control system takes 
advantage of every opportunity to bring cool out 
side air into the house but always precluding fan 
Operation when the outside air is too warm to be 
beneficial and likewise arresting fan operation 
whenever the interior temperature of the house 
is at a comfortable level. 

I claim: 
1. A thermostatic switch comprising a casing 

having an internal substantially circular cham 
ber, an axially arranged post carried by said cas 
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ing, a spiral thernostatic coil deflectable in re 
sponse to temperature variations, said coil being 
positioned in said casing chamber and having its 
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inner end fixed to said support, an arcuate flex 
ible reed having one end secured to the Outer de 
flectable end of said coil and its other end sta 
tionarily secured to said casing, a plurality of 
spaced contacts carried by said reed, and a plu 
rality of spaced complemental contacts carried 
by said casing in registration with the reed con 
tacts, the casing contacts being progressively en 
gaged or disengaged by the reed contacts upon 
predetermined variations in the temperature 
around the coil. 

2. A thermostatic switch comprising a casing, 
an axially arranged post carried by said casing 
having a substantially circular chamber, a spiral 
thermostatic coil defectable in response to ten 
perature variations, said coll being positioned in 
said casing chamber and having its inner end 
fixed to Said support, an arcuate flexible reed 
having one end secured to the Outer deflectable 
end of said coil and its other end stationarily 
secured to said casing, a plurality of spaced con 
tacts carried by said reed, a plurality of spaced 
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complemental contacts carried by said casing in . 
registration with the reed contacts, the casing 
contacts being progressively engaged or disen 
gaged by the reed contacts upon predetermined 
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variations in the temperature around the coil, and 
manually operated means accessible exteriorly of 
the casing for rotatably adjusting said post to 
vary the operating positions of the coil and the 
reed, whereby to control the temperature range 
at which said contacts are brought into and out 
of relative engagement. 

3. A thermostatic Switch comprising a casing 
having an inner chamber formed with an annu 
lar outer wall, an axially arranged rotatably ad 
justable support carried by said casing and posi 
tioned axially of said chamber, a spiral ther 
mostatic coil deflectable in response to tempera 
ture variations, said coil being positioned in said 
chamber and having its inner end fixed to said 
support, an arcuate flexible reed having one end 
secured to the outer deflectable end of said coil 
and its other end secured to the inner peripheral 
wall of said chamber, and a plurality of spaced 
radially arranged contacts carried by the periph 
eral wall of said casing in registration with said 
reed, said contacts being progressively engaged 
by the reed upon predetermined variations in the 
temperature around said coil. 
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